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‘THE M O ST U N IQU E AN D W O RTH W H ILE RE/ P SH E D AY F OR SC HOOL S’
Mr Dave Church, Head of Religious Studies, Mountain Ash Comprehensive School, South Wales

Our History in Schools
For over 27 years The Message Trust, led by
CEO Andy Hawthorne OBE, have been going
into high schools across UK communicating
the Christian faith through thought provoking
lessons and performances. In every school, we
aim to tell young people about Jesus Christ in
a relevant way, that encourages them to think
about their own lives, values and experiences.
Raising the aspirations of young people is a privilege
and is something we aim to do through all our work.
We regularly see young people who thought they
didn’t have anything to say finding their voice; or
those who were wrestling with negative behaviours
and thought patterns realising that there is a different
story available to the one they are living.

Joe from BrightLine, teaching students in 2018

Our Values

Andy Hawthorne in the early nineties

Professional
Delivering quality
presentations to capture
the attention of students,
keeping them focused
and engaged.

Memorable
Enhancing students’
experiences and
understanding, ensuring
learning progresses
through and beyond the
end of each lesson.

Collaborative
Listening carefully to
teachers’ needs and
objectives, applying clear
briefing and feedback
processes.

Flexible
Tailoring our lessons
and assemblies to
your timetable,
facilities and needs.

What is the Higher Tour?
Now in its fourth year, the Higher Tour was born out of
partnerships with established youth agencies and local
churches, all seeking to positively reach a whole generation
of young people in their schools and local communities.
Through creative ways and means, the Higher bands offer
lessons and assemblies that aid young people in their
exploration of the Christian faith.

Culminating in an invitation to an evangelistic end-ofweek concert, the professionally-led school sessions
provide an environment where young people can hear
people’s stories of faith, creatively engage through
different learning styles, and explore the significance of
the Christian faith and its moral, spiritual, and social values
for themselves.

The highly trained bands offer a wide variety of musical
genres, all aiming to promote a positive message to young
people and to encourage them in their identity, self-worth,
and potential.
‘An absolutely amazing experience, jam-packed
with engaging, relevant, inspirational and
motivating content. It is such a pleasure to have the
team in school promoting respect, understanding
and a love of music and education. I would
recommend The Message to all schools.’

CL AIRE D AVIS, H E AD OF RS, CH E AD LE H ULME H IGH SCH OOL,
MAN CH ESTER

A Higher Tour Schools Day
Our teams engage with your school through
assemblies and lessons. We carefully plan all our
schools days in collaboration with you and the
facilities staff.
The core of our work is delivering high-quality thoughtprovoking and memorable lessons tied to the Key Stage 3
and 4 learning outcomes in RE. We use relevant teaching
styles, engaging activities and the creative arts to explore
the aspects of the Christian faith.
The Higher Tour is delivered free of charge to schools. All
costs are covered either by church donations or individuals
who financially support The Message Trust.

ASSEMBLIES

TYPI CAL SCHEDULE

Our teams can take any assemblies happening on the day
they are in school. This could be either a whole school
assembly or a year group assembly - and can often be a
good way to introduce the visit and some of the content
that will be covered throughout the day as well as a short
performance from the band.

We’ll work with you to tailor our schools day to your
needs. Here’s an idea of how it might look:

While assemblies are part of what we can offer for the day,
our primary focus is delivering lessons so we’re unable to
accept bookings that are solely for an assembly.

LESSON S
Where possible we aim to see the whole school over the
course of the day. Our 27 years of experience tells us that
the best way to achieve this is to move off-timetable if
possible, ideally engaging with whole year groups at a
time in a shared space such as a school hall.
Our teams have been trained to deliver thought-provoking
lessons, connecting to and enhancing your PSE or RE
syllabuses. All our teams offer three lessons:
• Where is the love? – Prejudice and discrimination
• I’m still standing – Resilience and wellbeing
• This is me – Identity and purpose
We are aware that timings in each school can vary so
lessons can be tailored to your timetable (between
50–75 minutes in length). Lesson plans are available
upon request.

6.45am–7.15am
		
8.45am
9.00am
10.00am
11.00am
11.15am
12.15pm
1.15pm
2.00pm
3.00pm

Sound engineer and team
arrive at school for set-up
Whole-school assembly
Lesson 1: Year 7
Lesson 2: Year 8
Break
Lesson 3: Year 9
Lesson 4: Year 10
Lunch and hang out with students
Lesson 5: Year 11
End of the day

Our work in schools is carefully planned so the entire
school can get the most out of the experience. Once
we’ve arranged a date, we will ask you to complete our
contract which confirms the booking. We will then be in
touch to arrange a face to face meeting to go through the
details for the visit.
After our visit, we will send you a link to our online
feedback questionnaire, so we can continue to improve
what we offer schools through the Higher Tour.
We understand that each school has its own unique
ethos and we aim to make space for what matters most
to you – whether that’s Q&A, personal stories or personal
development. We exist to serve you as the school, so we
will try our best to meet all of your specific needs.

EV EN IN G C ON C ER T
As part of the Higher Tour 2020 we will be running an
evening concert in every area that we tour on the Friday
or Saturday of each schools week. The team invite young
people they see in schools during the tour to the local
event taking place at the end of the week.
We have parents’ letters that the team will distribute
to every young person in their sessions, explaining the
schools visit, concert information and clarifying that this
is solely organised by the Higher Tour. A copy of these
letters will be available upon booking.

The teams will also sell tickets for the concert in school
during the visit, and in some cases, on the days following.
However, we understand that cashless systems and other
barriers may mean this isn’t straightforward. Therefore
upon booking, specific arrangements can be made for
your school.
With every schools visit, we aim to partner with a local
church or organisation. One or two local youth workers
will accompany the team on the day, observing and
participating in the sessions. These youth workers are also
involved in providing transport options for the evening
concert and can, in some circumstances, offer longer term
options to continue faith conversations in school.

Meet the Teams

Music is at the heart of our teams’ delivery; we’ve found this is often the most
effective way to help students engage with the topics we cover. Our teams
use original music to tell their own stories and to spark discussion.

B RIGH TL IN E

SOULBOX

AM ONG ST W OLVES

BrightLine are an indie-pop band. Think feel good music,
catchy melodies, driven by synths and guitars, then add
a bit of beat boxing and you’ve got BrightLine. They are
guaranteed to leave you with a smile on your face.

SoulBox blend soul, rap and beatbox with cool beats,
infectious melodies and personal stories of transformation.

A four-piece pop-rock band, using catchy pop melodies
with energetic guitar riffs, engaging with young people,
particularly those who feel on the edge of society.

Our Schools Work and the OFSTED Inspection Framework

Here is our interpretation of the 2019 Ofsted framework,
and how we believe we can serve your school in fulfilling
the various criteria.

THE I M P AC T OF P RO V I S I O N O N S P I R I T U A L ,
M ORAL , SOC IAL AND C U L T U R A L D E V E L O P ME N T
All our school engagement aims to be effective in
developing young people’s understanding in this area.
We offer a well-rounded explanation of how the Christian
faith underpins decision-making and development, with
specific applications as follows:

1 . 1 S P I RI T U AL DE V E LOPMENT
The lessons we deliver offer a presentation of Christian
beliefs and these sessions are accessible, professional and
respectful of the education environment.

1 . 2 M O R AL D E V E LOPM E NT
Our lessons fit well in this area, exploring with students why
they make the decisions they do, and what consequences
their choices might have. This is something that SoulBox
in particular are passionate about, using their personal
experiences to share with the students.

1. 3 SOC I A L D EVEL OPMENT
All of our lessons and workshops are designed to be
engaging and thought-provoking, encouraging debate,
discussion and reflection on each student’s journey
through life so far. A successful lesson for us means that
young people leave stimulated to think about and discuss
the role of faith in their life and this world.

1. 4 C UL T UR A L D EVEL O PMENT
Although historically a Christian nation, Britain is becoming
increasingly multicultural and diverse in its outlook.
Both here and abroad, however, Christianity continues
to play a crucial role in shaping our world. In a relevant
and engaging style, our teams aim to explain life through
the lens of the Christian faith, exploring the interesting,
and sometimes challenging, dynamics that our different
approaches to faith can create for us in a modern society.

We always promote two-way engagement in our lessons.
Times of question and answer are an essential element
in all our lesson plans, giving each class member the
opportunity to ask questions or to state their own
opinions in response to things our teams have said.
We offer lunchtime performances during which these
discussions may continue. Teams can also have lunch with
the students if helpful to the ongoing educational and
personal development of the young people.

CU R R I CU L U M
If you have any ideas about how we might be able to
serve your school’s vision or interpret the curriculum
better, please contact us. We always aim to be flexible
in our approach to meet the needs of the students and
your school.

OT H ER A R E AS WH ER E WE C A N H ELP YOUR
SC H OOL MEET OFST ED C R IT ER IA
Q UA L I T Y OF ED UC AT I O N
We take excellence very seriously and expect nothing
short of an excellent learning environment to be
provided by our teams. Our approach challenges typical
stereotypes of Christian faith and what it means to engage
with Christians who take their faith seriously (for example,
those who would identify as ‘practising’ Christians).
All our teams are committed to serving the education
environment without compromising their own core belief
system, as shared by almost one-third of the world’s
population.

ENG

We understand that the school environment is
assessed continually and in light of this, all our
lessons, assemblies and lunchtime performances
are aimed at complementing Ofsted’s inspection
framework.

Frequently Asked Questions
HOW M U C H WIL L IT C O S T ?
The Higher Tour is delivered free of charge to schools.
All costs are covered either by church donations or
individuals who financially support the Higher Tour and The
Message Trust.

WHO P ROVID E S TH E T E C H N I C A L E QU I P ME N T ?
Our teams are accompanied by one of our professionally
trained production team who oversee all technical aspects
of what we deliver. We provide our own sound and
lighting equipment which is customised for your school
environment and stored safely and unobtrusively when
not in use. All our equipment is safety tested – we just
need access to some power sockets!

H OW DOES T H E SC H OOL C OMMUN IC AT E
SOMET H IN G T H EY MAY N OT BE H A PPY WIT H ?
Ensuring open communication at all times is important to
us. For this reason, we have introduced both an online and
hard-copy feedback questionnaire that will be sent to you
after our visit. This is to ensure teachers and staff are 100%
satisfied with what we do and how we do it. We aim to get
it right every time.

WH AT A BOUT N OISE?
There will be some noise created by the teams when doing
their assemblies, lessons, and lunchtime performances. To
a certain extent this is unavoidable, however our engineers
and teams will be sensitive to other lessons going on in
school. Please do communicate any concerns around
volume and noise pollution to them at the start of the day.

WHAT ABOU T C H IL D P R OT E C T I O N ?
All of our team members have been Enhanced DBSchecked. The details of these checks will be made
available before we turn up to the school for you to look at
and process through your internal system. It is also worth
noting that all team members will adhere to any school
rules during their visit and fully respect the educational
environment. If you have any concerns around the area
of safeguarding and the conduct of our team members,
please get in touch.

WH AT KIN D OF SPA C E DO T H EY N EED?
Due to the amount of kit the teams need in order to sound
great on the day, we ask that the team are set up in a large
space to deliver all their sessions. A school hall, sports hall
or drama studio is needed rather than a classroom.

HOW DO I BOOK A BAND AFTER THE HI G HER TOUR?
Our teams offer school days and weeks outside of the
Higher Tour. If you are interested in booking a team please
contact bookings@message.org.uk or find out more
information at message.org.uk.

HOW M ANY PEOPLE W I LL BE
COM I NG I NTO M Y SCHOOL?
The size of our teams vary from two to four members,
one production engineer and one or two people from a
local church or organisation. We will confirm numbers
upon booking.

The Higher Tour
Part of the Message Family
Lancaster House
Harper Road, Sharston
Manchester M22 4RG

‘Students responded very positively. Some of our
hardest-to-reach and most vulnerable students
engaged in the sessions and benefited from a
positive and understanding approach. They related
to your background and personal story and there
was a clear connection.’

MS C AS S E Y , HE A D O F PS HE , FIR V A L E A C A DE MY , S HE FFIE L D
higher@message.org.uk
0161 946 2300

‘The Higher Tour is the most unique and worthwhile
RE/PSHE day that can be booked for schools! Our
visit was a tremendous success with both students
and staff alike! The students thoroughly engaged
with our hosts for the full five hours. The lessons
are suitably tailor made, to meet your requirements
with all of the key stages and ability groups. Book
the Higher Tour for your school now - you will not
be disappointed! ’

MR. D AVE CH URCH , H E AD OF RELIGIOUS STUD IES, MOUN TAIN ASH
COMPREH EN SIVE SCH OOL, SOUTH WALES

HI GHE RTOU R. C OM
TheHigherTour
‘The lessons were observed by staff from Geography,
History, PE and the senior leadership team as well
as RE staff. Feedback was excellent from all those
who attended. Feedback from students has also
been excellent. The skills of the team members
engaged even our most challenging students and
the content was 100% relevant to their lives.’

NIC K W IL L IA MS , HE A D O F RS , T HE KINGS W AY S C HO O L , MA NC HESTER
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‘An engaging, dynamic and relevant lesson, which
allowed for deep theological/philosophical
thought and questioning. Highly recommend!’

PHILIP LEE, HE AD OF RE, DYL AN THOMAS COMMUNITY
SCHOOL, SOUTH WALES

